Tetrad Takeover
Saturday 14 January – Saturday 20 January, FREE
Come and join us at Attenborough Arts Centre where we will be filling their new galleries
with FREE experimental cross-art workshops and events, focusing on journeys, pathways
and making a start. Traces and creations made within the workshops will accumulate
throughout the week in an evolving exhibition that you can come and check out as it grows
and changes shape!

The Big Launch
Monday 16, 7.30pm - 9.30pm
You are all invited to our big launch of something top secret!
It is totally new for us so we are nervous to share it with you, but SO EXCITED!
Refreshments will be available so come and share a tipple with us and celebrate 12 months
of Tetrad action!

Giant Tetralude Jam
Tuesday 17, 6pm - 9pm
Come and take part in or observe our 3hr long Giant Tetralude! A Tetralude is an
improvisation score.
A series of instructions that an individual or group can improvise and experiment with using
movement, drawing, objects and voice, within a research or performance space. AN
EXAMPLE, YES THIS WAS IMPROVISED
GO ON, Come and play in a collective experiment!

Giant Tetralude Jam
Wednesday 18, 1pm - 4pm
Same as the information above!

Workshop led by Backspace Collective
Wednesday 18, 5.30pm - 8.30pm
Email tetradcompany@gmail.com to book a place.

Unbaptised Infants parts 1 & 2
Thursday 19: 7.30pm - 8.30pm, £10 / £8, Main Hall
A collaboration between two people stuck in a state of transition, condemned to limbo,
beginning a quest for happiness. Hannah & Lorea are the ‘Unbaptised Infants’. Moving
towards moving, preoccupied with nonsense. Poetry, non-poetry and rhythmic dancing will
do (for now) in this ambitious attempt to find structure and meaning to life.

Evaluation of 2016 and Open Futures with Edward Boott
Friday 20, 6pm – 9pm
Evaluation of 2016 and Open Futures (6pm - 7pm)
The gallery will be open for everyone to view the exhibition of collected traces that will have
evolved and accumulated throughout the TETRAD TAKE OVER (7pm - 9pm)
1-1 WITH TETRAD
If you're an artist or someone who is interested in the arts and fancies a chat we will be
hosting 30 minute sessions throughout the TAKE OVER week. You could use this time to
share a work in progress with us, chat about seeds and starting ideas for projects, share
ambitions or just help us decide which is the best biscuit to dunk in tea!
Email us at tetradcompany@gmail.com to book a 1-1 slot between 16 - 20 January.

